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INTRODUCTORY NOTE
The geographical area of central Europe has a long and fertile
tradition of Slav studies. This tradition has remained basically
intact in its major scientific achievements, but has suffered
considerably as a result of the frequently unfortunate vicissitudes
of history. What has perhaps been missing is real contact among
researchers, the exchange of opinions and knowledge that
transforms scientific research into personal relationships based on
friendship and mutual esteem. It is not that these relationships were
altogether lacking, but they were established only after a long
academic journey restricted to domestic university environments
which made it impossible for young researchers to look to their
neighbouring countries for the counterparts and future friend to
which they were ideally bound by a common interest, an identical
doubt or a similar basic approach.
The Scuola Superiore di Lingue Moderne per Interpreti e
Traduttori of the University of Trieste sees itself as a young and
modern university environment. It is for this reason that the series
of Slav studies Slavica tergestina has a primary, but not exclusive,
role of publishing the work of young scholars from the countries to
which Trieste is naturally bound by a common history as well as by
geography. The first miscellaneous collection includes
contributions from young researchers in the Universities of
Budapest and Trieste and is the result of years of personal
cooperation between the Russian specialists of the two universities
who have together decided to do the simplest possible thing: to
meet and to introduce the young scholars of both universities, their
ways of tackling problems, their different fields of interest and
their different methods of scientific investigation. Many of the
contributions are from scholars who are making their debut, with
the limitations, the qualities, but above all the enthusiasm, of a
“maiden voyage”. It is in this direction that we would like to
continue, extending our field first to Slovene, Croatian and Serbian
studies and trusting in the cooperation of neighbouring Italian and
foreign universities who believe in the young strenght of Slav
studies.
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Our special thanks go to Árpád Kovács of the Rolando Eötvös
University of Budapest, who coordinated the contributions from
the young Hungarian researchers, Mila Nortman for revising the
Russian texts, Laura Rossi for her work on the bibliographies of
the individual articles, Maurizio Viezzi for revising the English
texts, Mark Brady for English translations and Alberto Severi for
his technical assistance.
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